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Water balance studies for large and small river
basins are the subject of this book. Here, the specific
focus is on the soil and water assessment tools
(SWAT) model coupled with geographic information
system (GIS) remote sensing data for a
comprehensive study. Some books available in the
market provide an overview of different hydrological
models for water balance but not specifically for the
SWAT model. This book effectively utilizes the
SWAT model to study the water balances in small
and large catchments with consistent competence
and excellent accuracy for yearly and monthly water
balance modules along with suspended sediment
yield over several slope classes of the catchments.
The approach is new and has been successfully
utilized, as discussed in a case study on the
Taleghan Catchment in Iran. These implementation
models may assist as advantageous techniques for
incorporated management of catchments in the
direction of sustainable development. This book will
help readers who wish to study all the changes
related to those in water balances.
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue
"Integrated Soil and Water Management: Selected
Papers from 2016 International SWAT Conference"
that was published in Water
The city of Salochin is a typical Midwestern
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community. The city's police department is
progressive in many areas, yet old fashioned in
others. Like most departments, this one does not
have the high-tech, up-to-date weaponry. It does not
have an inexhaustible supply of manpower. It does
not have a full time SWAT team. Yet, this same
police department will be called to battle well
prepared enemies that threaten the lives of innocent
community members. The response and tactics of
the police department will be greatly tested. Can
they stop the threat?
"Describes SWAT teams, including what they are and
what these teams do"--Provided by publisher.
Every day, people are faced with critical, life-threatening
situations - in times of trouble, who can help? In this title,
readers will get to know the SWAT team members who
arrive on the scene when special weapons and tactics
are needed. Chapters highlight the history of SWAT as
well as the training, tools, and knowledge these
specialists need to save lives and property during bomb
threats, hostage situations, or when apprehending
dangerous criminals. An interview with a real-life SWAT
officer provides insight into what makes the worst days
bring out their best. From security and defense to
negotiation, the stories of these Emergency Workers will
keep young readers on the edge of their seats. Aligned
to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Abdo & Daughters is an imprint of Abdo
Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Portrays job-related experiences that are typical of police
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officers who serve the public as SWAT team members.
With the immediacy of a daily newspaper, this book
reveals how the irresponsible use of SWAT teams, shockand-awe policing, and the increasing militarization of
American law enforcement is changing the face of "the
land of the free." • Provides 30 case studies
documenting inappropriate SWAT team deployment
Autobiography of James Howard Thornton, a British
physician, who was a Deputy Surgeon-General of the
Indian Medical Service, until 1891.
How do law enforcement agencies go about selecting
the best, brightest, and strongest to be a part of the
famously effective SWAT team? What are the key
concepts behind deployment and the resolution of
crises? In De Re SWAT, author Bryan Morgan answers
those questions and many more. Based upon the worldrenowned work on military tactics by the Roman General
Vegetius, Bryan utilizes that two-millennia-old concept to
convey and reiterate the same message that Vegetius
wrote: strength and success are found in discipline,
courage, and planning, not in numbers or technological
superiority. Readers will learn: - How SWAT operators
should be selected - How success involves training to
perfection - How minimal force is used to create
maximum peace and safety - How teams are chosen and
positioned to ensure victory - And many other important
aspects that ensure the SWAT organization keeps the
most people safe with the least rate of failure Whether
using this book as a reference for those already working
on a SWAT team, or simply interested in learning more
about the legendary strength of SWAT, readers will find
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De Re SWAT extremely informative.
A military fitness expert and former Navy SEAL presents a
high-intensity exercise routine for fitness enthusiasts in and
out of uniform Preparing to become a member of an elite
SWAT squad requires determination, courage, and top
physical conditioning. Carrying wounded hostages, breaking
down barricades, and rappelling down the sides of
skyscrapers are just some of the demanding tasks faced by
our SWAT teams, requiring incredible agility, strength, and
endurance. Now, in The S.W.A.T. Workout, you too can
achieve the levels of fitness required by these elite operators.
Its specially designed programs utilize calisthenics, weights,
and speed drills to prepare you for the rigorous physical
fitness entry exams required for SWAT teams. If you are
already a SWAT member, our special programs will keep
your physical performance levels at their highest.
The northwestern regions of Pakistan and southeastern
regions of Afghanistan were once the heart of a highly
developed civilization whose cultural impact was felt from
China to Persia. A major center of Buddhism, its cultural
attainments were highlights of ancient civilization. The
author's research, accompanied by some 60 illustrations,
offers Americans an entirely new understanding of the
desolate region shown on the nightly news. The Persian,
Greek and Central Asian invasions of Gandhara, rather than
causing wide scale destruction in the region, promoted the
development of a multi-cultural, multi-ethnic society. After a
gestation period of about half a millennium, this region
blossomed into a unique civilization in the opening years of
the Common Era. Detailed archaeological excavations were
started at sites in northern Pakistan and Afghanistan in the
late-19th century. Through these excavations, eminent
archaeologists such as Aurel Stein, Alexander Cunningham,
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John Marshall, J. Barthoux and Professor A.H. Dani
recovered hundreds of thousands of beautiful stone
sculptures belonging to the Gandhara Civilization. In the last
century or so, much has been written about the artistic quality
of these beautiful stone sculptures. But hardly anything has
been written about the Civilization itself that gave birth to
these extraordinary pieces of art. In this book an effort has
been made to present Gandhara in its wider perspective,
highlighting the different features of a unique civilization in
which many different races contributed and many cultures
merged to bring about a major sociological change and
establish a distinct cultural identity in this region of the South
Asian sub-continent. This book is based on the author's
analysis of archaeologists' reports, information gathered
through extended visits to numerous archaeological sites
associated with the lost Gandhara Civilization including those
in the Taxila, Peshawar, Charsadda, Mardan and Swat
regions in Pakistan, and study in museums. His research
reveals a great deal of continuity in the field of socio-cultural
development of the region, which is referred to in this book as
Greater Gandhara, from the time it became a part of the
Achaemenid Empire in the 6th century BCE till the end of
Kidara Kushan's rule in the 5th century CE. Further, it reveals
that after the Achaemenids had established the physical and
administrative infrastructure in Greater Gandhara, the
continuity in socio-cultural development in the region was
maintained mainly by the growing Buddhist population. This
book illustrates the spirit of independence and features in the
character of the ancient people of the Gandhara region which
facilitated the sustained progress towards the emergence of
the Gandhara Civilization. Following the invasion of
Alexander the Great, his successors had no difficulty in
colonizing Bactria (Northern Afghanistan) and Sogdia
(Uzbekistan), but they could not do the same in Gandhara.
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Similarly the Scythians, Parthians and the Kushans ruled over
the Central Asian region as colonizers, but not so in
Gandhara. Here they ruled not over the people, but with the
people. Their administration was highly de-centralized, with
the locals playing a major role in the regional administration
and having a major say in the social and cultural affairs of the
entire population. Finally, the book highlights the interactive
environment which prevailed in Gandhara throughout the
transient and mature phases of the Gandhara Civilization:
Alexander's companions hobnobbing with the naked fakirs of
Taxila; Menander, the great Indus-Greek ruler, finding time to
engage in prolonged question-and-answer sessions with
Buddhist scholars at the monastery near Sagala (Sialkot);
and the greatest of the Kushan conquerors, Kanishka, finding
pleasure in the company of local intellectuals and artists such
as Asvaghosha and Vasumitra, and presiding over the official
launch of Mahayana Buddhism.
Few areas in American law enforcement are characterized by
the frequency, quality, and magnitude of innovations as the
advances found in tactical operations. To introduce new
equipment and methods during an actual operation without
adequate instruction, assessment, preparation, and practice
not only invites failure but also subjects an entire
organizational chain of command to preventable criticism and
avoidable litigation. The purpose of this manual is to
introduce police instructional personnel to the legal,
administrative, and safety issues associated with this very
critical area of police training. Its purpose is not to create a
cookbook approach to tactical training or even develop a
better instructional cadre but rather to present the guidelines
to mitigate litigation both at the individual and organizational
levels through a proactive approach to the occasional
criticism directed toward police tactical training. Major topics
include: the SWAT instructor, establishing learning goals and
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objectives and writing lesson plans, engaging the student,
presenting the material, training aids and facilities, the need
for continuous training and evaluation, documentation,
adhering to standards of the profession, and special
considerations of training in defense tactics. The book’s
recurring theme is the warning that any technique, tactic, or
new technology taught by an instructor must be applied in a
manner that is consistent with existing organizational policy,
state and federal legislation, and relevant case law.
Substantial legal and operational guidelines are provided that
are needed by tactical leaders to develop and improve their
leadership skills and tactical success. Additionally, the
appendices contain a wealth of information regarding state
law enforcement regulatory agencies; national, regional, and
state tactical officer associations; sample lesson plans,
including evaluation drills; instructor evaluation questionnaire;
and curriculum evaluation.

To promote scientific understanding of surface
processes in East Asia, we have published details of the
CMADS dataset in the journal, Water, and expect that
users around the world will learn about CMADS datasets
while promoting the development of hydrometeorological
disciplines in East Asia. We hope and firmly believe that
scientific development in East Asia and our
understanding of this typical region will be further
advanced.
As SWAT has become more established within the
police community, a certain language and jargon has
also evolved with it. THE SWAT CYCLOPEDIA has been
developed as a basic reference for this terminology as
well as other state-of-the-art information associated with
the police special weapons and tactics function. Within
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this source is a wide range of technical data pertaining to
the tactical topics of training, equipment, deployment,
operational strategies, slang, quotes, helpful hints and
historical details, along with scores of other informative
features. So that a more comprehensive understanding
of the world of SWAT can be obtained, such topics as
counter-terrorism, domestic terrorism, and international
terrorism have also been included. In order to make the
book more useful, many of the terms in the text have
been cross-referenced. It will be of interest to police
officers assigned to a SWAT team, as well as to those
individuals who are interested in tactical response
operations and what is involved in this law enforcement
function. The manual encompasses certain
administrative considerations that pertain to the
organization and management of an agency's SWAT
program, and therefore, it is also designed to provide
particular assistance to the tactical commander seeking
solutions or to the law enforcement executive who may
be planning the incorporation of a special weapons and
tactics unit within his or her agency.
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